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About this plan 

To meet requirements of the Local Government Act 2020, key principles need to be 

considered regarding governance, community engagement, public transparency, 

strategic planning, financial management and service performance. 

Strategic planning principles seek an integrated approach to planning, monitoring 

and performance reporting. Our planning must address the Community Vision and 

must take into account resources and risk associated with implementation of 

Council’s plans. 

Frankston City Council’s Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework connects the 
long term community needs and aspirations through the Frankston City 2040 
Community Vision considered in the development of our medium-long term 
strategy and resource plans Council Plan and Budget, Revenue and Rating Plan, 
Municipal Health and Wellbeing Plan, Long Term Financial Plan, Long Term 
Infrastructure Plan, Municipal Planning Statement*, Asset Plan* and Workforce 
Plan*.  

These strategies and plans are operationalised and delivered through Directorate 
Plans, Service Plans and Individual Performance Plans. 

Progress and results are reported back to the Community through the Quarterly 
Performance Report, Local Government Performance Reporting Framework 
(LGPRF) and the Annual Report. 

 

The Local Government Act 2020 now requires Council to prepare and adopt a Rating 
and Revenue Plan to cover a minimum period of four years following each Council 
election. The Revenue and Rating Plan sets out how Council will generate income to 
deliver the Council Plan, Council Services and infrastructure commitments over a 4 
year period.  The plan will define the revenue and rating envelope within which 
Council proposes to operate 
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The Local Government Act 2020 now requires Council to prepare and adopt a Rating 

and Revenue Plan to cover a minimum period of four years following each Council 

election. The Revenue and Rating Plan sets out how Council will generate income to 

deliver the Council Plan, Council Services and infrastructure commitments over a 4 

year period.  The plan will define the revenue and rating envelope within which 

Council proposes to operate.   

The introduction of rate capping under the Victorian Government’s rate capping 
legislation has brought a renewed focus on Council’s long-term financial 
sustainability.  Rate capping continues to restrict Council’s ability to raise revenue 
above the rate cap unless an application is made to the Essential Services 
Commission for a variation. Maintaining service delivery levels and investing in 
community infrastructure remain key priorities for Council. 
 
Council provides a wide range of services to the community, often for a fee or 
charge.  The nature of these fees and charges generally depends on whether they 
relate to statutory or discretionary services.  Some of these, such as statutory 
planning fees are set by State Government statute and are commonly known as 
regulatory fees.  In these cases, Council usually has no control over service pricing.  
For other services, Council has the ability to set a fee or charge and will set that fee 
based on the principles outlined in this Revenue and Rating Plan. 
 
Council revenue can also be adversely affected by changes to funding from other 
levels of government.  Some grants are tied to the delivery of council services, 
whilst many are tied directly to the delivery of new community infrastructure, such 
as roads or sport pavilions.  It is important for Council to be clear about what grants 
it intends to apply for, and the obligations that grants create in the delivery of 
services or infrastructure. 
 
A Revenue and Rating Plan provides a clear explanation of decisions made by 

Council in implementing Revenue and Rating Practices.   

 

 

Overarching Governance Principles 

Section 9 of the Local Government Act states that a Council must in the performance of its 

role give effect to the overarching governance principles.  This Plan gives effect to these by; 

o Complying with the relevant law (section 9(a) of the Act) 

o Giving priority to achieving the best outcomes for the municipality, including future 

generations (section 9(b) of the Act).  This Plan ensures that in relation to 

community engagement practices, Council officers are compliant, act with integrity 

and act in the best interests of Council and the community. 

o The economic, social and environmental sustainability of the municipality, including 

mitigation and planning for climate change risks, is promoted,(section 9 (c) of the 

Act.  This plan has no impact on the economic and social sustainability, climate 

change and sustainability of Council in its preparation. 

o Innovation and continuous improvement have been pursued (section 9(e) of the 

Act).  This plan has provision for evaluation, monitoring and review (see Section XX 

of this plan) 

o Collaboration with other Councils and Governments and statutory bodies has been 

sought (section 9(f) of the Act) 

o Transparency of Council decisions, actions and information is ensured by the 

enactment of this plan (section 9(i) of the Act) 

Under the Local Government Act 2020 Council is required to adhere to the requirements; 

o Strategic Planning Principles (section 89) – seek an integrated approach to planning, 

monitoring and performance reporting.  Council has an endorsed Integrated 

Planning and Reporting governance framework that will continue to evolve and 

ensure better outcomes for the community 

o Revenue and Rating Plan (section 93) 

o Financial Management Principles (section 101) – strategic risk of long term financial 

sustainability 

o Service Performance Principles (section 106) – All of the plans above are 

operationalised and delivered through Directorate plan and Service plans. Council’s 

Service planning framework facilitates these principles. 

In this plan we will articulate the Rating Framework employed by council, the justification 

for basis of the framework, including the rationale and objective behind pricing decisions. 
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Links to Council policies; 

o Waste services 

o Financial hardship 

o Advocacy  

o Service planning framework 

o Property Policy  

o Recreation Policy 

o Arts Centre Strategy 

Community Engagement  

Deliberative community engagement is not prescribed for a Revenue and Rating Plan in 

wither the Local Government Act 2020, or the Local Government (Planning and Reporting) 

Regulations 2020.  Given the low levels of understanding around rates, the benefits of 

educating the community are substantial and public consultation will be viewed as an 

integral part of a Revenue and Rating Plan. 

The recent establishment of a Community Panel to deliberatively engage on the Vision and 

Council Plan.  Council will convene the community panel to engage on the Long Term 

Financial Plan in June and a key aspect of that plan is the Revenue and Rating practices.  This 

will be an ongoing conversation and assist with further engagement activities. 

However consultative community engagement will be undertaken on Council’s Revenue and 

Rating Plan in accordance with the Community Engagement Policy.   

The following public consultation process will take place to ensure consideration and 

feedback from relevant stakeholders; 

o Revenue and Rating Plan prepared and endorsed in principle by Council at its May 

meeting 

o Proposed Revenue and Rating Plan placed on public exhibition for 28 days in 

conjunction with the Council Plan and Budget calling for Budget submissions  

o Hearing of public submissions in June 

o Revenue and Rating Plan (with revisions) presented to June Council meeting for 

adoption 

 

Challenges and Opportunities 

Undertaking analysis of current revenue sources allows Council to strategically plan 

for financial sustainability. This plan aims to mitigate and address these challenges 

and take advantage opportunities. 

Challenges 

 Rate capping. Constrains Council’s ability to increase rates.  

 Rates revenue is limited.  

 Rates reliance. Rates and charges make up 63% of Council’s total revenue.  

 Rising waste costs. Volatility of the waste and recycling industry has seen 

significant increase in costs.  

 Community expectations. Community expectations of Council to deliver high 

quality services and infrastructure place pressure on Council to deliver more. 

 

Opportunities 

 Differential rates can be utilised shift the rate burden to be more equitable 

across ratepayers.  

 New revenue sources.  

 Grant income. Seeking grants and ensuring funding through advocacy for 

Frankston on all stages of Government 

 Waste charge. Full cost recovery methodology of waste charge passed onto 

ratepayers based on user pays.  
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Revenue snapshot 

Council receives revenue from a number of different sources. Rates and charges are 

the most significant revenue source for Council and constitutes approximately 63%, 

with 13% raised through user fees, 18% income from capital and operating grants.  

 

 

Rates and charges (includes waste charges)  

 

Grants  
 

 

Statutory fees and fines 
 

 

User fees  
 

 

Other 
 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

For each of Council key revenue sources, this plan will identify: 

 policy rational and key assumptions that underpin these 

 key risks to be addressed 

Rates and charges
63%

Grants 
18%

Statutory fees and 
fines
3%

User fees
13%

Other
3%
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A summary of each revenue stream, key assumptions and strategy recommendations is shown below. Further information about each revenue stream will 

follow in the relevant section of this document.  

Revenue 
Stream  

Key 
Assumptions 
 

Strategy Recommendations 
 

 

Rates and 
charges

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Valuation base 

 

 

That Frankston City Council continues to apply Capital Improved Valuation (CIV) and the valuation methodology to levy 

Council rates. 

Rating system  That Frankston City Council continues to apply differential rating as its rating system. 

Differential rated to 

be applied 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. That Council continues to apply a uniform general rate for all residential properties, including flats and units and rural 

properties. 

2. That Council continues to apply the commercial and industrial rate at an increased surcharge of 25 per cent. 

3. That Council continues to apply the vacant residential land at an increased surcharge of 25 per cent. 

4. That Council continues to apply the derelict rate at an increased surcharge of 300 per cent. 

5. That the level of discount given to retirement village properties be maintained at 25 per cent. 

6. That the level of discount given to farm properties be maintained at 20 per cent. 

7. That Council will assess annually during the budget process if it will apply the differential rate to Acacia Estate properties to 

collect rates to fund additional maintenance works associated with the estate’s reserves in accordance with the 

development’s planning permit. 

Council 

revaluations  

That Council reviews the impact of Council revaluations and assesses differential rates applied to achieve an outcome that 

is considered equitable by Council.  

Special rates and 

charges  

That Council use special rates and charges in instances that fit the following circumstances:  

• Funding of narrowly defined capital projects (e.g. streetscape works, private road sealing) where special benefit can be 

shown to exist to a grouping of property owners  

• Raising funds for a dedicated purpose where the use of CIV is not the most equitable method of calculating property 

owner contributions. 

In circumstances outside of the above two scenarios, Council will use differential rating to achieve its objectives where 

permitted under Ministerial guidelines. 
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Revenue 
Stream  

Key 
Assumptions 
 

Strategy Recommendations 
 

 
 

Rates and 
charges 

 
 

 

Municipal charge  That Council continues to utilise a Municipal Charge as part of its rating strategy and will increase annually at the same 

level of rate percentage increases.  

Rate payment 

dates 

That Council continues to apply the mandatory rate instalment payment option in future rating years combined with the 

option of a nine instalment payment plan to encourage greater use of the direct debit payment approach.  

 

During the 2021‐2022 year Council will investigate moving to ten monthly direct debit instalments and also introduce 

payment by credit card for direct debit instalments effective from the 2022‐2023 rating period.  

Victorian 

Government levies  

That Victorian Government taxes are best collected by the Victorian Government using its own available resources such as 

the State Revenue Office.  

 

That in the event that council is required to collect such Victorian Government taxes that these taxes be clearly identified as 

State charges.  

 

That Victorian Government fully reimburses Local Government for the cost of collecting State taxes.  

Service rates and 

charges  

That Council continues to apply a Waste Service charge as part of its rating strategy based on full cost recovery of the 

waste function.  

 

 

 

Grants 

 

 Council as part of the service plan review cycle consider the grant funded service (including cost shifting considerations) and 

make recommendations to Council in each annual budget cycle 

Continue to advocate to secure essential funding for local services and projects (refer Advocacy Priorities) 
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Revenue 
Stream  

Key 
Assumptions 
 

Strategy Recommendations 
 

User fees

 
 

 Council as part of the service plan review cycle consider the user pay for service and make recommendations to Council in 

each annual budget cycle. (including benchmarking of fees and charges) 

 

Council continues to explore additional sources of revenue  

 

Statutory Fees and charged in line with State or Federal Government legislation or Local Laws 

 

 

 

Other 

 
 

Continuous 

improvement in 

service delivery 

Council works on continuous improvement opportunities relating to customer excellence and more flexible access to data 
and payment methods. 

Debt Management 
and Hardship 

That Council continues to promote the pensioner rebate provided by the Victorian Government to ratepayer who apply and 
qualify for the rebate.  
 
The Council review non‐rateable properties to ensure that they qualify for exemption from rating. 

  

That Council continues to maintain the rates arrangements, deferral and waiver procedures as documented in the Rates and 

Charges Hardship Policy. 

 

That Council further review its Rates and Charges Hardship Policy on the release of the Victorian Ombudsman report 
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Rates 

At present the legislative provisions that outline rates and charges are still 

contained in the Local Government Act 1989 pending transition to the Local 

Government Act 2020.  The selection of rating philosophies and the choice between 

the limited rating options available under the Act is a difficult one for all Councils 

and it is most likely that a perfect approach is almost impossible to achieve in any 

local government environment.  This is even more so the case for Frankston City 

Council where there are large disparities in the ability of various rating groups to 

afford payment of Council rates and in reality cross-subsidies are required to 

support residential areas that have socio-economic disadvantages. 

 

The purpose of plan is therefore to consider what rating options are available to 

Council under the Local Government Act 1989 and how Council’s choices in applying 

these options contribute towards meeting an equitable rating strategy. 

Council can have influence over a limited range of options available in the legislation 

and include the following; 

1. The choice of valuation base to be utilised (three available choices) 

2. Uniform versus differential rating for various classes of property 

3. What is the most equitable level of differential rating across the property 

classes 

4. Consideration of the application of a fixed service charge for waste 

collection and municipal administration 

5. The application of special rates and charges 

6. Other levies applied under the Act 

 

Council rates are a property-based tax that allow Council to raise revenue to fund 

essential public services and major initiatives to benefit the municipality.  The 

important feature of rates is that they are a tax and not a fee for service.  

Importantly, it is a taxation system that includes flexibility for councils to utilise 

different tools in its rating structure to accommodate issues of equity and to ensure 

fairness in rating for all ratepayers. 

It is important to note at the outset that the focus of this Plan is very different to 

that of the Long-Term Financial Plan document/Annual Budget.  In these latter 

documents the key concern is the quantum of rates required to be raised for 

Council to deliver the services and capital expenditure required.  In this Plan, the 

focus instead is on how the obligation to pay this quantum will be equitably 

distributed amongst Council’s ratepayers. 

 

The purpose of plan is therefore to consider what rating options are available to 

Council under the Local Government Act 1989, and how Council’s choices in 

applying these options contribute towards meeting an equitable rating strategy.  

 

Rates and charges are an important source of revenue, accounting for 

approximately 63 per cent of revenue received by Council.  The collection of rates is 

an important factor in funding Council services.  

 

Planning for future rate increases is therefore an essential component of the long-

term financial planning process and plays a significant role in funding both 

additional service delivery and the increasing costs related to providing Council 

services.  

 

Council is aware of the balance between rate revenue (as an important income 

source) and community sensitivity to rate increases.  With the introduction of the 

State Government’s rate capping legislation, all rate increases are capped to a rate 

declared by the Minister for Local Government, which is announced in December 

for the following financial year 

 

Council currently utilises a waste service charge to recoup the full cost of waste 

services including collection, disposal, street sweeping, footpath sweeping, state 

government landfill levies, plus street and drain litter collection.  The waste service 

charge is not capped under the rate cap. 
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1. Determining which valuation base to use  

As outlined, under the Local Government Act (1989), Council has three options 

under the Local Government Act as to the valuation base it elects to use.  

They are:  

• Capital Improved Valuation (CIV) – Value of land and improvements upon the 

land  

• Site Valuation (SV) – Value of land only  

• Net Annual Value (NAV) – Rental valuation based on CIV. For residential and 

farm properties, NAV is calculated at 5 per cent of the Capital Improved Value.  

For commercial and industrial properties NAV is calculated as the greater of 
the estimated annual rental value or 5 per cent of the CIV.  

  

Capital Improved Value (CIV)  

Capital Improved Valuation is the most commonly used valuation base by 

Victorian Local Government.  Based on the value of both land and all 

improvements on the land, it is relatively easy to understand by ratepayers as it 

equates the market value of the property.   

The key driver behind the majority use is the ability to apply differential rates 

should this valuation base be used.  

 Section 161 of the Local Government Act (1989) provides that a Council may raise 

any general rates by the application of a differential rate if –   

a) It uses the capital improved value system of valuing land; and  

b) It considers that a differential rate will contribute to the equitable and 

efficient carrying out of its functions.  

Where a Council does not utilise capital improved valuation, it may only apply 

limited differential rates in relation to farm land, urban farm land or residential 

use land.  

Advantages of using Capital Improved Valuation (CIV)  

• CIV includes all improvements, and hence is often supported on the basis 

that it more closely reflects “capacity to pay”.  The CIV rating method takes 

into account the full development value of the property, and hence better 

meets the equity criteria than Site Value and NAV.    

• With the increased frequency of valuations (previously two year intervals, 

now annually), the market values are more predictable and should reduce 

the level of objections resulting from valuations.  

• The concept of the market value of property is far more easily understood 

with CIV rather than NAV or SV.  

• Most Councils in Victoria have now adopted CIV which makes it easier to 
compare relative movements in rates and valuations across councils.   

• The use of CIV allows Council to apply differential rates which greatly adds 

to Council’s ability to equitably distribute the rating burden based on ability 

to afford Council rates. CIV allows Council to apply higher rating differentials 
to the commercial and industrial sector that offset residential rates.   

Disadvantages of using CIV  

• The main disadvantage with CIV is the fact that rates are based on the total 
property value which may not necessarily reflect the income level of the 
property owner as with pensioners and low income earners.   

 

Site Value (SV)  

There are no Victorian Councils that use this valuation base.  With valuations 

based simply on the valuation of land and with only very limited ability to apply 

differential rates, the implementation of Site Value in a Frankston City Council 

context would cause a massive shift in rate burden from the industrial/commercial 

sectors onto the residential sector.  

There would be further rating movements away from modern townhouse style 

developments on relatively small land parcels to older established homes on the 

more typical quarter acre residential block.   
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In very many ways, it is difficult to see an equity argument being served by the 

implementation of Site Valuation in Frankston City Council.   

Advantages of Site Value  

• There is a perception that under site valuation, a uniform rate would 

promote development of land, particularly commercial and industrial 

developments.  There is however little evidence to prove that this is the 
case.  

• Scope for possible concessions for urban farm land and residential use land.  

Disadvantages in using Site Value  

• Under SV, there will be a significant shift from the Industrial/Commercial 

sector onto the residential sector of Council. The percentage increases in 
many cases will be in the extreme range.   

• SV is a major burden on property owners that have large areas of land. 

Some of these owners may have much smaller/older dwellings compared 

to those who have smaller land areas but well developed dwellings ‐ but 

will pay more in rates.  A typical example is flat, units, townhouses which 

will all pay low rates compared to traditional housing styles.  

• The use of SV can place pressure on Council to give concessions to 

categories of landowners on whom the rating burden is seen to fall 

disproportionately (e.g. farm land, urban farm land and residential use 

properties).  Large landowners, such as farmers for example, are 

disadvantaged by the use of site value.    

• SV will reduce Council’s rating flexibility and options to deal with any 

rating inequities due to the removal of the ability to levy differential rates;  

• The rate‐paying community has greater difficulty in understanding the SV 

valuation on their rate notices, as indicated by many inquiries from 

ratepayers on this issue handled by Council’s Customer Service and 

Property Revenue staff each year.  

Net Annual Value (NAV)  

Net annual value, in concept, represents the annual rental value of a property.  

However, in practice, NAV is closely linked to capital improved value for residential 

and farm properties.  Valuers derive the NAV directly as 5 per cent of CIV.    

In contrast to the treatment of residential and farms, Net Annual Value for 

commercial and industrial properties is assessed with regard to actual market 

rental.  This differing treatment of commercial versus residential and farms has led 

to some suggestions that all properties should be valued on a rental basis.    

Overall, the use of NAV is not supported.  For residential and farm ratepayers, 

actual rental values pose some problems.  The artificial rental estimate used may 

not represent actual market value, and means the base is the same as CIV but is 

harder to understand.   

In choosing a valuation base, councils must decide on whether they wish to adopt 

a differential rating system (different rates in the dollar for different property 

categories) or a uniform rating system (same rate in the dollar). If a council was to 

choose the former, under the Act it must adopt either of the CIV or NAV methods 

of rating  

Summary  

It is recommended that Frankston City Council continue to apply Capital Improved 

Valuation as the valuation base for the following reasons:  

• CIV is considered to be the closest approximation to an equitable basis for 

distribution of the rating burden.  

• CIV provides Council with the ability to levy a full range of differential rates. 
Limited Differential rating only is available under the other rating bases.  

• It should be noted that an overwhelming majority of Victorian Councils apply 

CIV as their rating base and as such, it has a wider community acceptance and 
understanding than the other rating bases.  

 

Strategy Recommendation   
1. That Frankston City Council continues to apply Capital Improved Valuation 

and the valuation methodology to levy Council rates.  
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2. Determining the rating system ‐ uniform or 

differential?  

Council may apply a uniform rate or differential rates to address the needs of the 

Council. They are quite different in application and have different administrative 

and appeal mechanisms that need to be taken into account.  

 

Uniform rate  

Section 160 of the Act stipulates that if a Council declares that general rates will 

be raised by the application of a uniform rate, the Council must specify a 

percentage as the uniform rate. Rates will be determined by multiplying that 

percentage by the value of the land.  

Frankston does not adopt uniform rates, instead has adopted differential rating 

since amalgamation.  

 

 Differential Rates  

Frankston has adopted differential rating as it considers that differential rating 

contributes to the equitable distribution of the rating burden. Differential rating 

allows particular classes of properties to be assessed rates at different levels from 

the general rate set for the municipality.  Differential rating allows Council to shift 

part of the rate burden from some groups of ratepayers to others, through 

different “rates in the dollar” for each class of property.  

Under the Local Government Act (1989), Council is entitled to apply differential 

rates provided it uses Capital Improved Valuations as its base for rating.  Section 

161 outlines the regulations relating to differential rates. This section is outlined 

below.  

(1) A Council may raise any general rates by the application of a differential rate, 

if Council considers that the differential rate will contribute to the equitable 

and efficient carrying out of its functions.  

(2) If a Council declares a differential rate for any land, the Council must‐  

a) Specify the objectives of the differential rate, which must be consistent 

with the equitable and efficient carrying out of the Councils functions and 

must include the following:  

i. A definition of the types of classes of land which are subject to the rate 

and a statement of the reasons for the use and level of that rate.  

ii. An identification of the type or classes of land which are subject to the 

rate in respect of the uses, geographic location (other than location on 

the basis of whether or not the land is within a specific ward in Councils 

district)  

b) Specify the characteristics of the land, which are the criteria for declaring 

the differential rate  

  

The maximum differential allowed is no more than four (4) times the lowest 

differential. This is important in the Frankston City Council context as Council is very 

close to this limit in term of the variation between the current Retirement Village 

Rate and the Derelict rate.  

Council, in striking the rate through the Annual Budget process sets the 

differential rate for set classes of properties at higher or lower amounts than the 

general rate.  Currently there are seven (7) different levels of rates as outlined in 

Differentials section of this Revenue and Rating Plan.  

 

Objective of the rate and characteristics  

For the declared differential rates it is considered that each differential rate will be 

used to contribute to the equitable and efficient carrying out of Council’s 

functions. The following are the objectives of the differential rates currently 

adopted for the different property types.  

 

Commercial ‐ developed and vacant land   

The Commercial differential rate is applied to promote the economic development 

objectives for the Frankston Commercial Sector.  This objective includes an 

ongoing, significant investment in place management to improve the functionality 

and appearance of activity centres, together with general economic development 
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promotion and facilitation activities, and through the creation of business 

opportunities by the activation of precincts such as the Frankston Central 

Activation Area.  The commercial businesses of Frankston are expected to be 

beneficiaries of this ongoing significant investment by Council.    

It is further noted that the application of a commercial differential rate further 

recognises the tax deductibility of Council rates for commercial properties which is 

not available to the residential sector and the income generating capability of 

commercial based properties.  

Taxation principles  

Whilst Frankston City Council is an investor in the growth of the commercial sector 

(benefit principle), the key taxation principle applied by this differential rate is the 

relative capacity to pay of this sector, acknowledging both the taxation benefit 

allowed to commercial properties and the relatively lower capacity to pay by the 

residential sector of Council.  

 

Industrial ‐ developed and vacant land   

The Industrial rate is to promote economic development objectives for the 

Frankston Industrial Sector.  This objective includes an ongoing, significant 

investment in place management to improve the functionality and appearance of 

activity centres, together with general economic development promotion and 

facilitation activities, and through the creation of business opportunities by the 

activation of precincts such as the Frankston Central Activation Area.  The 

industrial businesses of Frankston are expected to be beneficiaries of this ongoing 

significant investment by Council.    

Taxation principles  

Whilst Frankston City Council is an investor in the growth of the industrial sector 

(benefit principle), the key taxation principle applied by this differential rate is the 

relative capacity to pay of this sector, acknowledging both the taxation benefit 

allowed to industrial properties and the relatively lower capacity to pay by the 

residential sector of Council.  

 

 

Vacant residential land   

The residential vacant land rate is to promote housing development objectives for 

the municipality including the development of vacant land in residential zoned 

areas. 

Taxation principles  

The taxation principle applied in this differential is the efficiency principle where 

Council is endeavouring to discourage the banking of residential land and provide a 

financial incentive for its development.   

 

Retirement village land   

Under the Ministerial Guidelines for differential rating, Council is required to give 

consideration to a differential rate for retirement villages.  Differential rates are 

provided to Retirement Villages in 5 out of the 79 Victorian Councils with the 

discount provided ranging from 5 per cent to 25 per cent.    

Council introduced a discount to retirement villages within the municipality to 

acknowledge that these facilities are deemed to be on private land and as such are 

not entitled to such services as road maintenance, footpath maintenance, power for 

street lighting, upkeep of kerb and gutters and street sweeping.  

Taxation principles  

The key taxation principle applied with this rating differential is one of equity 

where retirement villages have funded the provision of their own infrastructure 

within their gated community and continue to pay for the ongoing maintenance of 

these infrastructure including roads, footpaths, lighting, etc.  In addition, there is a 

social benefit provided by retirement villages in providing a facility that allows 

elderly residents to age in their residence in a supported environment and one 

which provides social and recreational activities that enhance lifestyles.  
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Derelict land   

As part of Council’s move to improve its municipal streetscape a derelict land use 

rate was introduced on all derelict properties.  This rate is three times the general 

rate and is not seen as a revenue‐raising measure but an initiative which would 

give property owners a strong incentive to keep up the appearance of properties.  

Taxation principles  

The taxation principle applied in this differential is the efficiency principle where 

Council is endeavouring to discourage property owners from neglecting their 

responsibility to keep up the appearance and safety of their properties.   

 

Acacia Estate land   

A differential rate applied to the general rate was introduced for residents of the 

Acacia Heath Estate, to collect rates to fund additional maintenance works 

associated with the estate’s reserves in accordance with the development’s 

planning permit. From the 2020‐2021 rating period, Council will consider at each 

annual budget process whether to apply a differential rate to the Acacia Health 

and Spring Hill Estate. Acacia Estate properties will have the ordinary general rate 

in the dollar applied for 2020‐2021. Council resolved on 1 June2020 to not apply a 

differential rate to the Acacia Heath and Spring Hill Estate, the ordinary general 

rate in the dollar of 0.236 will be applied for 20202021.  

 

Farm land   

Council introduced a differential Farm rate to encourage the retention and 

expansion, where appropriate, of productive farming and agricultural activities in 

the Green Wedge areas.  The differential Farm rate is a 20 per cent reduction of 

the general rate and is available to landholders of properties two hectares or 

greater and used as ‘farm land’.  Farm land means any rateable land that is used 

primarily for farming purposes (which may include grazing, poultry‐farming, 

market garden or viticulture) that is used by a business that has a significant and 

substantial commercial purpose and is making a profit, or has reasonable prospect 

of making a profit from its activities, pursuant to the provisions as set out in 

Section 2 of the Valuation of Land Act (1960).  The main objectives of having a 

farm rate are:  

• To promote and support the use of sound agricultural practices  

• To conserve and protect areas which are suited to certain agricultural 

pursuits.  

• To encourage proper land use consistent with genuine farming activities.  

Taxation principles  

 The key taxation principle applied with this rating differential is one of capacity to 

pay. Council farm properties are typically either just within or just beyond the urban 

growth boundary leading to high valuations for the respective use of the land.  The 

farm differential applied reflects the high level of rates applied to land which is used 

for agricultural rather than development purposes.   

 

Advantages of a differential rating system  

The perceived advantages of utilising a differential rating system are:  

• There is greater flexibility to distribute the rate burden between all classes of 

property, and therefore link rates with the ability to pay and reflecting the tax 

deductibility of rates for commercial and industrial premises;  

• Differential rating allows Council to better reflect the investment required by 

Council to establish infrastructure to meet the needs of the commercial and 

industrial sector;  

• Enables Council to encourage particular developments through it rating 

approach e.g. encourage building on vacant blocks;  

• Allows Council to reflect the unique circumstances of some rating categories 

where the application of a uniform rate may create an inequitable outcome 

(e.g. Farming enterprises);  

• Allows Council discretion in the imposition of rates to ‘facilitate and 

encourage appropriate development of its municipal district in the best 

interest of the community’.   

•  
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Disadvantages of Differential Rating  

The perceived disadvantages in applying differential rating are:  

• The justification of the differential rate can at times be difficult for the various 

rating groups to accept giving rise to queries, objections and complaints 

where the differentials may seem to be excessive;  

• Differential rates can be confusing to ratepayers, as they may have difficulty 

to understand the system.  Some rating categories may feel they are 

unfavourably treated because they are paying a higher level of rates than 

other ratepayer groups.    

• Differential rating involves a degree of administrative complexity as 

properties continually shift from one type to another (e.g. residential to 

commercial, vacant to developed) requiring Council to update its records. 

Ensuring the accuracy/integrity of Council’s data base is critical to ensure that 

properties are correctly classified into their differential rate category.   

• Council may not achieve the objectives it aims for through differential rating. 

For example, Council may set its differential rate objectives to levy a higher 

rate on land not developed, however it is uncertain as to whether the 

differential rate achieves those objectives.   

  

Strategy Recommendation   
2. That Frankston City Council continues to apply differential rating as its rating 

system.   
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3. What differential rates should be applied?  

The table below highlights the differential rates currently applied by Frankston 

City Council and the number of relevant assessments in each category.   

 

 
  

General Rates (Residential)  

This category which has 56,621 assessments includes all residential properties, 

including flats and units which until recent years were rated under a separate 

differential. It contributes 84.04 per cent of the total rates levied.  

 This strategy recommends that Council continue applying the general rate for all 

residential properties, including flats and units.  

  

Retirement Villages  

Frankston City Council has 574 retirement village properties which constitute 0.90 

per cent of the total assessments, contribute 0.29 per cent of the total rates 

raised.   

This strategy recommends that the retirement village rate remain the same at a 

discount of 25 per cent of the general rate.   

  

Commercial (Developed and Vacant)  

Frankston City Council has 2,077 commercial properties which constitute 3.26 per 

cent of the total assessments, contributing 7.56 per cent of the total rates raised. 

The commercial CBD properties used to have a higher differential rate due to a 

historic agreement between Council and commercial properties.  This agreement 

essentially included the removal of ticket parking within the CBD to be offset by a 

25 per cent increase in rates to be paid by the commercial CBD properties.  This 

differential has been removed and has been combined with all other commercial 

properties.   

Commercial properties are defined as those selling a product or providing a 

service. These properties are similar to industrial properties in respect that they 

are businesses providing employment opportunities.  The commercial differential 

rate is a part of a rating system which maintains, as far as possible, the current 

rates burden on commercial properties given the tax deductibility of rates for 

businesses and the extent of use of the infrastructure by business, especially the 

road network.  

 This strategy recommends that the commercial rate surcharge remain the same at 

125 per cent of the general rate.   

  

Industrial Rate (Developed and vacant)  

Council has 3,264 industrial developed properties.   

Industrial properties are those that are used for the purposes of manufacturing. 

These properties which constitute 5.12 per cent of the total assessments, contribute 

only 6.11 per cent of the total rates raised.  

Currently there is no difference in the rate in the dollar between the developed 

commercial and the developed industrial properties.  Typically commercial entities 

vary more in size than industrial properties ranging from milk bar operations to 

major shopping centre retailers and in many cases the capacity to pay higher rates 

in the commercial sector is marginal.  It must also be acknowledged that Council has 

been required (and will over the next decade) to invest heavily in the construction 
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of infrastructure for industrial development which does not typically apply in the 

commercial sector.    

This strategy recommends that the commercial rate surcharge remain the same at 

125 per cent of the general rate.    

  

Vacant Residential   

Frankston City Council has 484 vacant residential properties which constitute 0.76 

per cent of the total assessments, contribute 1.04 per cent of the total rates 

raised.   

This strategy recommends that a vacant residential rate surcharge remain the same 

at 125 per cent of the general rate.   

  

Acacia Estate  

Frankston City Council has 244 Acacia Estate properties which constitute 0.38 per 

cent of the total assessments, contribute 0.53 per cent of the total rates raised.   

Frankston City Council currently applies a differential rate to Acacia Estate to collect 

funds to provide additional maintenance works associated with the estates reserves 

in accordance with the development’s planning permit. From the 2020‐2021 rating 

period, Council will consider at each annual budget process whether to apply a 

differential rate to the Acacia Health and Spring Hill Estate. Acacia Estate properties 

will have the ordinary general rate in the dollar applied for 2020-2021. Council 

resolved on 1 June2020 to not apply a differential rate to the Acacia Heath and 

Spring Hill Estate, the ordinary general rate in the dollar of 0.236 will be applied for 

2020‐2021.   

  

Derelict land   

Frankston City Council has 1 derelict properties that constitute 0.001 per cent of 

the total assessments, contribute 0.001 per cent of the total rates raised.  Council 

proposes to revise the definition of ‘derelict’ properties to improve its municipal 

streetscape and give property owners a strong incentive to maintain the 

appearance of any property.  For the purposes of applying the differential rate, 

properties will be considered derelict if they meet one or more of the following 

criteria:  

• The building or land is destroyed, decayed, deteriorated, or fallen into partial 

ruin especially through neglect or misuse. This may include but not be limited 

to excessive dirt; peeling paint; broken windows, elements of the facade or 

advertising signs; loose or broken fittings, fixtures; or faulty lighting.  

• The building or land constitutes a danger to health or property.  This may 

include but not limited to: o The existence on the property of vermin, litter, 

fire or other environmental hazards o A partially built structure where there 

is no reasonable progress of the building permit  

• Provides an opportunity to be used in a manner that may cause a nuisance or 

become detrimental to the amenity of the immediate area  

• Is in such a state of repair that would prohibit its occupation  

• The condition of the property or land has a potential to affect the value of 

other land or property in the vicinity.  

• There is excessive growth of grass and or noxious weeds or undergrowth  

• Affects the general amenity of adjoining land or neighbourhood by the 

appearance of graffiti, any stored unregistered motor vehicles, machinery (or 

parts thereof), scrap metal, second hand timber and or building materials, 

waste paper, rags, bottles, soil or similar materials.  

The assessment of these properties will be completed by Council’s officers 

authorised under the Frankston City Council General Local Law 2016 – No.8.   

This strategy recommends that the derelict rate surcharge remain the same at 300 

per cent of the general rate.  
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Farm Rate  

Frankston City Council has 5 farm properties that constitute 0.01 per cent of the 

total assessments, contribute 0.04 per cent of the total rates raised. The main 

objectives of having a farm rate are:  

• To promote and support the use of sound agricultural practices  

• To conserve and protect areas which are suited to certain agricultural 

pursuits.  

• To encourage proper land use consistent with genuine farming activities.  

These properties receive a ‘discount’ of 20 per cent against the general rate. One 

of the key issues with the farm rate is the eligibility requirement to receive this 

discount. Currently to receive the discount a property must meet the definition of 

farmland under the Valuation of Land Act, which requires the following:  

• At least 2 hectares  

• Primarily used for agricultural production  

• Used by a business that has a significant or substantial commercial purpose, 

seeks to make a profit on a continuous or repetitive basis or has a reasonable 

prospect of making a profit from the agricultural business being undertaken.  

Most farm properties are very high in value and consequently attract relatively 

high rates per assessment.  

 Farming enterprises are also perceived as not receiving the same level of service 

that are received by urban ratepayers as a result of their distance from urban 

infrastructure and services. Historically Councils were required to levy a farm rate 

which had to be lower than the general rate however there is no longer this 

requirement in the Act. Frankston City Council’s farm rate is currently 80 per cent of 

the general rate.  

 This strategy recommends that the level of discount given to farm properties 

remains the same at 20 per cent.   

  

 

 

Other  

Cultural & Recreational Lands:  Council currently has 5 properties that are 

classified as cultural and recreational lands assessments. Council is required to 

consider a rating discount for these properties under the Cultural and Recreational 

Lands Act based on considered benefits to the community and the services 

provided by Council.  

Properties that qualify for consideration as Cultural and Recreational lands are 

classified and rated as commercial properties with a discount then being applied 

to this rate. For those clubs (5) that utilise gaming machines, turf clubs and golf 

clubs, the discount provided ranges between 25 per cent and 60 per cent.   

 It is recommended that Council continue to allow a discount to Cultural and 

Recreational properties subject to an ongoing review every two years.  

 Ministry of Housing:  Council currently has 102 properties that are classified as 

Ministry of Housing lands assessments. Council has agreed to consider a rating 

discount for these properties based on considered benefits to the community and 

the services provided by Council.  Properties that qualify as Ministry of Housing 

lands are classified and rated with a discount of 50 per cent then being applied to 

this rate.   

 It is recommended that Council continue to allow a discount to Ministry of Housing 

properties.  

  

Baxter Village:  Council currently has 418 properties within the Baxter Village 

precinct.  Council has agreed to consider a rating discount for these properties 

based on considered benefits to the community and the services provided by 

Council.  Properties within the Baxter Village are classified and rated as residential 

properties with a discount of 30 per cent then being applied to this rate.   

It is recommended that Council continue to allow a discount to Baxter Village 

properties.  
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Strategy Recommendation   

That Council continues to apply:   

1. The uniform general rate for all residential properties, including flats and 

units and rural properties.  

2. The commercial and industrial rate at an increased surcharge of 25 per 

cent.  

3. The vacant residential land at an increased surcharge of 25 per cent.  

4. The derelict rate at an increased surcharge of 300 per cent.  

5. The level of discount given to retirement village properties be 

maintained at 25 per cent.  

6. The level of discount given to farm properties be maintained at 20 per 

cent.  

7.    That Council will assess annually during the budget process if it will 

apply the differential rate to Acacia Estate properties to collect rates to 

fund additional maintenance works associated with the estate’s reserves 

in accordance with the development’s planning permit.  

 

In implementing the above outcomes, Council needs to be mindful of the periodic 

impacts of Council revaluations to be discussed in the following section. 
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4. Understanding the impacts of Council revaluations  
The purpose of this section is to provide an overview of the rate revaluation 

process and issues that arise from this process.  

Victorian Land Valuations  

From 1 July 2018, the Government centralised land valuation under the Valuer‐

General Victoria (VGV) and introduced a new annual cycle of valuations for Land 

Tax, Fire Services Property Levy and Council Rate setting purposes.  These changes 

came into effect for the 2019 revaluation year and were used for the first time in 

the 2019‐2020 rating period.  

 

How are valuations undertaken?   

The 2021 annual revaluations was undertaken by the VGV as the valuation 

authority and used by Frankston City Council in forming the 2021‐2022 budget.  

Previously, the State contributed 50 per cent of the cost of biennial valuations to 

councils, whereas, the new arrangements see the State pay for the full cost of 

annual revaluations, with councils paying for supplementary valuations. It is 

estimated that collectively councils will save $15 million every two years.  The 

changes do not change underlying valuation principles or methodologies.   

Property values are determined by qualified valuers comparing each property to the 

recent sales figures of similar properties in the neighbourhood. The key factors are 

location, land size, type of house and condition.  The VG is responsible for reviewing 

the total valuation of each municipality for accuracy before certifying that the 

valuations are true and correct. Valuations are conducted using Best Practice 

Guidelines formulated and published by the VG.  

 

No ‘Windfall Gain’ 

There is a common misconception that if a property’s valuation rises then Council 

receives a “windfall gain” with additional income. This is not so as the revaluation 

process results in a redistribution of the rate burden across all properties in the 

municipality. Any increase to total valuations of the municipality is offset by a 

reduction to the rate in dollar (ad valorem rate) used to calculate the rate for each 

property. Total income is fixed each year as part of the budget process. Council 

only seeks to increase the total amount of revenue required in order to account 

for CPI, wage and other service costs imposed upon it.  

  

The below table highlights the impact of the 2021 Council revaluation.   

  
 

During the 2020‐2021 year, a revaluation of all properties within the municipality 

was carried out and will apply from 1 July 2021 for the 2021‐2022 year, with the 

level of value date being 1 January 2021. The outcome of the general revaluation 

has seen a change in property valuations throughout the municipality. Overall, 

property valuations across the municipality have increased by 3.75 per cent. Of 

this increase, residential properties have increased by 4.82 per cent, commercial 

properties decreased by 6.45 per cent and industrial properties decreased by 0.04 

per cent.  
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In view of the outcomes of the general revaluation of all properties within the 

Council’s municipal district during the 2021‐2022 year, Council has chosen to 

change the existing Acacia Heath rate differential. In aggregate, total rates and 

charges will increase by 1.50 per cent (general rates and municipal charges (1.50 

per cent), green waste charges (0.00 per cent) and general waste charges (4.95 

per cent) compared to 2020‐2021. This will be achieved by increasing the rate in 

the dollar due to the marginal increase in property valuations of 3.75 per cent 

across the municipality following the 2021 general revaluation.  

 Council needs to be mindful of the impacts of revaluations on the various property 

types in implementing the differential rating strategy outlined in the previous 

section to ensure that rises and falls in Council rates remain affordable and that 

rating ‘shocks’ are mitigated to some degree.  

  

In terms of the impact on the average residential property in Frankston City Council, 

the total rates and charges annual impact is $61.32 or $1.17 per week (includes 

waste charges).   

 

 The annual impact on average commercial properties in Frankston City Council for 

total rates and charges is a decrease of $262.61 or $5.05 per week (includes waste 

charges).  

 
 

The annual impact on average industrial properties in Frankston City Council for 

total rates and charges is an increase of $61.92 or $1.19 per week (includes waste 

charges).  
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Objections to Property Valuation  

The Valuation of Land Act (1960) provides that objection to the valuation may be 

made each year within two months of the issue of the original Rates and Valuation 

Notice (Rates Notice), or amended notice when a Supplementary Valuation is 

undertaken during the rating period.  

 Objections must be dealt with in accordance with the Valuation of Land Act – 

Division 3 Sections 16‐21.  

 The Act was amended in 2006 in order to improve the valuation objection process 

and reduce the number of lengthy and costly disputes. The Act specifically improves 

the processes and practices for lodging an objection, sharing and exchange of 

information, referring an objection dispute to VCAT, awarding of costs, Valuer 

General notifications and certification of supplementary valuations. Further 

information can be obtained by contacting Council or accessing the Land Victoria 

web site at www.propertyandlandtitles.vic.gov.au/valuation/council‐valuations  

Council will continue to advise ratepayers via the “Rates and Valuation Notice” 

(the Rate Notice), web site and Frankston City News, of their right to object and 

appeal the valuation.  Property owners also have the ability to object to the site 

valuations on receipt of their Land Tax Assessment.  Property owners can appeal 

their land valuation within 2 months of receipt of Council Rate Notice (via Council) 

or within 2 months of receipt of their Land Tax Assessment (via State Revenue 

Office).  

  

Strategy Recommendation   

3. That Council reviews the impact of Council revaluations and assesses 

differential rates applied to achieve an outcome that is considered equitable 

by Council.   
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5. Special rates and charges  
Special rates and charges are covered under Section 163 of the Local Government 

Act (1989), which enables Council to declare a special rate or charge or a 

combination of both for the purposes of:   

• Defraying any expenses; or  

• Repaying with interest any advance made or debt incurred or loan raised by 

Council.  

In relation to the performance of a function or the exercise of a power of the 

Council, if the Council considers that the performance of the function or the 

exercise of the power is or will be of special benefit to the persons required to pay 

the special rate or special charge.  

 There are detailed procedural requirements that Council needs to follow to 

introduce a special rate or charge, including how Council can apply funds derived 

from this source.  

 Section 185 of the Local Government Act (1989) provides appeal rights to VCAT in 

relation to the imposition of a special rate or charge. The Tribunal has wide powers, 

which could affect the viability of the special rate or charge. It can set the rate or 

charge completely aside if it is satisfied that certain criteria are met.  Council should 

be particularly mindful of the issue of proving that special benefit exists to those 

that are being levied the rate or charge.   

 In summary, differential rates are much simpler to introduce and less subject to 

challenge. There may be instances however where a special charge is desirable if 

raising the levy by use of CIV is not equitable.  It is recommended that Council 

utilises special rates and charges only in the instances outlined below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Strategy Recommendation   

4. That Council use special rates and charges in instances that fit the 

following circumstances:  

 Funding of narrowly defined capital projects (e.g. streetscape works, 

private road sealing) where special benefit can be shown to exist to a 

grouping of property owners  

 Raising funds for a dedicated purpose where the use of CIV is not the 

most equitable method of calculating property owner contributions.  

5. In circumstances outside of the above two scenarios, Council will use 

differential rating to achieve its objectives.  
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6. Municipal charge 
Another principle rating option available to Councils is the application of a 

municipal charge.  Under Section 159 of the Local Government Act (1989), council 

may declare a municipal charge to cover some of the administrative costs of the 

Council.  The legislation is not definitive on what comprises administrative costs 

and does not require Council to specify what is covered by the charge.   

 A Council’s total revenue from a municipal charge in a financial year must not 

exceed 20 per cent of the combined sum total of the Council’s total revenue from 

the municipal charge and the revenue from general rates.  The application of a 

municipal charge represents a choice to raise a portion of the rates by a flat fee for 

all properties, rather than sole use of the CIV valuation method.   

 The arguments in favour of a municipal charge are similar to waste charges.  They 

apply equally to all properties and are based upon the recovery of a fixed cost of 

providing administrative services irrespective of valuation.  The same contribution 

amount per assessment to cover a portion of Councils administrative costs can be 

seen as an equitable method of recovering these costs.   

 The argument against a municipal charge is that this charge is regressive in nature 

and would result in lower valued properties paying higher overall rates and charges 

than they do at present. The equity objective in levying rates against property 

values is lost in a municipal charge as it is levied uniformly across all assessments.    

 This strategy recommends that council continue to apply a Municipal Charge.   

 

 Strategy Recommendation   

1. That Council continues to utilise a Municipal Charge as part of its rating 

strategy and will increase annually at the same level of rates increases.  
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7. Service rates and charges  
Section 162 of the Local Government Act (1989) provides Council with the 

opportunity to raise service rates and charges for any of the following services:  

a) The provision of a water supply  

b) The collection and disposal of refuse  

c) The provision of sewerage services  

d) Any other prescribed service. 

 

Frankston City Council currently applies a service Charge for the collection and 

disposal of refuse on properties that fall within the collection area. Council retains 

the objective of setting the service charge for waste at a level that fully recovers 

the cost of the waste function.  

 The advantages of the waste service charge is that it is readily understood and 

accepted by residents as a fee for a direct service that they receive. It further 

provides equity in the rating system in that all residents who receive exactly the 

same service level all pay an equivalent amount.  

 The disadvantage of the waste service charge is similar to the municipal charge in 

that it is regressive in nature.  A fixed charge to a low valued property comprises a 

far greater proportion of the overall rates than it does to a more highly valued 

property.  

 On balance however it is recommended that Council retain the existing waste 

service charge. Unlike a municipal charge where the direct benefit to the resident is 

invisible – the garbage charge is a tangible service that is provided directly to all in 

the same fashion.  

 Should Council elect not to have a waste service charge, this same amount would 

be required to be raised by way of an increased general rate – meaning that 

residents in higher valued properties would substantially pay for the waste service 

of lower valued properties.  Whilst this same principle applies for rates in general, 

the mix of having a single fixed charge combined with valuation driven rates for the 

remainder of the rate invoice provides a balanced and equitable outcome.   

 

 Strategy Recommendation   

1. That Council continues to apply a Waste Service charge as part of its 

rating strategy based on full cost recovery of the waste function.  
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8. Rebates   
Rebates – LGA Section 169  

A rebate is a mechanism through which a targeted group receives a discount or 

concession to achieve certain objectives.  Essentially rebates are funded through 

the general rate pool. More specifically, the amount required to fund the rebate is 

calculated and is incorporated into the total rates and charges requirement. For 

transparency the amount of any rebate or concession funded by ratepayers should 

be declared on an annual basis.  

Council may grant rebates or concessions in accordance with the Local Government 

Act (1989) to assist the proper development of the municipal district, to preserve, 

maintain and restore historical, environmental, architectural or scientific buildings 

or places of interest important within and to the municipality, to or to generally 

assist the proper development of all or part of the municipal district. Generally 

conditions or undertakings are required and if not met require the rebate or 

concession to be repaid in part or in full as the case may be.  

In 2009 the Local Government Act (1989) was amended to allow Council to provide 

rebates to support the provision of affordable housing by a registered agency. It is 

not proposed to provide any rebate for the provision of affordable housing for 

2019‐2020.  

Community Grants  

Council operates the community grants, sponsorships and donations program to 

support a wide variety of community organisations, events and networks. Based 

on principles of accountability and transparency, and in lieu of the granting an 

application for rebates of rates, it is Councils’ preference that such organisations 

apply for funding under this program.  

Pensioner Rebates  

Holders of a Centrelink or Veterans Affairs Pension Concession card, or a Veteran 

Affairs Gold card which stipulates TPI or War Widow (excludes Health Care and 

DVA all conditions, POW, EDA and dependent cards) may claim a rebate on their 

sole or principle place of residence.  

The government‐funded indexed rebate is provided under the Municipal Rates 

Concession Scheme. The rebate for 2020‐2021 will be $241.00 ($235.15 in 2019‐

2020) or 50 per cent of the rate payment, whichever is the lesser amount.  The 

government has also funded a rebate for eligible pensioners of $50.00 to partially 

offset the introduction of the Fire Services Property Levy in 2013-2014, this amount 

has not been adjusted since its introduction.  

Upon initial application and verification, an ongoing eligibility is maintained unless 

rejected by Centrelink or Department of Veteran Affairs during the annual 

verification process. Upon acceptance of pensioner status the concession or rebate 

is deducted from the rate account before payment by the ratepayer.  Applications 

for the concession must be lodged by 30 June in each year.  

  

Emergency Relief  

Council’s Rates and Charges Hardship policy will be amend to ensure Council has 

an opportunity to provide temporary support measures for ratepayers who are in 

need of financial assistance during a State of Emergency/Pandemic/Extraordinary 

Circumstances.  The policy will allow for the following during a State of 

Emergency/Pandemic/Extraordinary Circumstance:  

a) Provide rate relief as determined by Council;  

b) Place on hold the raising of penalty interest on overdue rates 

payments for a period of time;  

c) Provide a rate waiver for a class or classes of property or 

ratepayer;  

d) Provide flexible Arrangement to Pay options;  

e) Provide a deferral of rates for a period of time on a case by case 

basis where hardship can be substantiated; and  

f) Withhold all new legal action on outstanding accounts, where 

legal costs would be incurred by the ratepayer for a period of time 

as determined by Council.  
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Exemptions from Rating  

The Local Government Act (1989) Section 154 declares that all land is rateable 

with a number of exceptions including Crown land occupied for municipal 

purposes, land used exclusively for charitable purposes, the residence of a 

practicing Minister of Religion, certain land used for mining purposes, clubs or 

memorials under the Patriotic Funds Act, Returned Services League and related 

associations as defined. Generally land is not used exclusively for public municipal 

or charitable purposes if it is a residence, is used for the retail sale of goods or the 

carrying on a business for profit.  

A review of non‐rateable properties is scheduled to ensure that these properties are 

in fact eligible for exemption for rating purposes.  

 

Interest on rate arrears and overdue rates 

Interest may be charged on all overdue rates and charges in accordance with 

Section 172 of the Local Government Act 1989, namely: 

a. If Council declares that rates and charges for a rating year are required to be 

paid in four instalments, then Penalty Interest is applied on and from the date 

on which the missed instalment becomes due. 

b. Penalty Interest is calculated at the prescribed penalty interest rate as set by 

the Attorney-General under section 2 of the Penalty Interest Rates Act 1983. 

Interest on late payments is currently charged at 10% p.a. 

c. The penalty interest rate applied to the outstanding rates and charges debt of 

those ratepayers eligible for a pensioner concession and / or those suffering 

financial hardship is determined each year during Council’s Annual Budget 

process. 

 

Rates and Charges Deferment and Hardship Policy 

Council recognised that managing financial hardship is a shared responsibility.  

Sections 170, 171 and 171A of the Local Government Act 1989 give Council the 

power to defer and / or waive in whole or part the payment of rates and charges if 

Council determines the enforcement of the requirement to pay would cause hardship 

to the ratepayer. 

 

Council has a Rates and Charges Hardship Policy in place to aid ratepayers 

experiencing difficulty in paying their rates and charges.  The policy is to enable a 

person liable for rates and charges and experiencing financial hardship, to make 

application to Council for assistance relating to rates and charges levied on a 

property under the Local Government Act 1989. 

 

The Policy also provides Council officers a framework to provide financial relief to 

ratepayers who need assistance and to ensure all applications are assessed based 

on the principals of fairness, integrity, confidentiality and compliance with statutory 

requirements while at the same time ensuring that allother ratepayers are not 

disadvantaged by the granting of inappropriate relief from Council.   

Frankston’s Rates and Charges Hardship Policy establishes Council policy in relation 

to: 

 Management of the payment of rates and charges by special arrangement; 

 Applications to defer payment of rates and charges; 

 Applications to have rates and charges waived; and 

 Levying of penalty interest on outstanding rates and charges. 

 

The difference between a waiver and a deferral is that a deferral suspends payment 

for a period of time whereas a waiver permanently exempts payment of the fee or 

charge under discussion. Applications for waiver and deferral will be individually 

assessed against the criteria stated in the Rates and Charges Hardship Policy.  Council 

may waive penalty interest on compassionate grounds or as in the case of financial 

hardship, subject to sighting proof of financial hardship from certified financial 

counsellors. 

The application of fairness as a principle also applies to recognising the impact of 

unpaid rates on those who have paid their rates in full. 
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The timely collection of rates and charges ensures adequate revenue for the 

provision of council services and planned capital works projects provided by Council 

for the community. 

It should be noted that this area is currently the subject of a review by the Victorian 

Ombudsman and Council will review the findings of that report and consider further 

improvements to its Rates Hardship Policy.  

Debt Recovery 

Council makes every effort to contact ratepayers at their correct address, but it is 

the ratepayers’ responsibility to properly advise Council of their contact details. The 

Local Government Act 1989 Section 230 and 231 requires both the vendor and 

buyer of property, or their agents (e.g. solicitors and or conveyancers), to notify 

Council by way of notice of disposition or acquisition of an interest in land. 

If an account becomes overdue, Council will issue an overdue reminder notice 

which will include accrued penalty interest.  Other than the annual valuation and 

rate notice, at least five reminder notices are issued before considering legal action.  

If the account remains unpaid, Council may take legal action without further notice 

to recover the overdue amount.  All fees and court costs incurred will be 

recoverable from the ratepayer. 

If an amount payable by way of rates in respect to land has been in arrears for three 

years or more, Council may take action to sell the property in accordance with the 

Local Government Act 1989 Section 181. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Strategy Recommendation   
1. That Council continues to promote the pensioner rebate provided by the 

Victorian Government to ratepayer who apply and qualify for the rebate.  

2. The Council review non‐rateable properties to ensure that they qualify for 

exemption from rating.  

3. That Council continues to maintain the rates arrangements, deferral and 

waiver procedures as documented in the Rates and Charges Hardship 

Policy. 

4. That Council further review its Rates and Charges Hardship Policy on the 

release of the Victorian Ombudsman report. 
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9. Rate payment collections   
Liability to Pay Rates  

Local Government Act (1989) Section 156 makes the owner of the land liable to 

pay the rates and charges on that land.  In certain cases, the occupier, mortgagee 

or licensee holder is liable to pay the rates.  

 The Local Government Act (1989) Section 156(6) declares the rate or charge, unpaid 

interest or costs to be a first charge upon the land.  

 Current Payment Dates for Rates  

Council, in accordance with the Local Government Act (1989) Section 167 (1) must 

allow for the payment of rates by four instalments per annum.  Council may allow 

a person to pay a rate or charge in a single lump sum payment Local Government 

Act (1989) Section 167 (2).  

The Minister fixes instalment and single lump sum payment dates by notice 

published in the Government gazette.  

On 17 February 2014, Frankston City Council adopted the ‘instalment only’ rate 

payment methodology. The resolution offers ratepayers the option to pay rates by 

four instalments due on 30 September, 30 November, 28 February and 31 May 

each year, or the next working day thereafter should those days be a weekend or 

public holiday.  Residents can elect to advance pay instalments at any point in 

order to opt out of the instalment dates.  

 Moving to this alternate rate payment methodology has a number of advantages 

which are:  

• The time period between when the notice is first issued and the payment 

date is reduced (approximately 2 months) which should minimise the 

opportunity for the payment to be overlooked by the ratepayer and can 

assist in ratepayers managing financial commitments;  

• Currently the application of penalty interest using the current approach 

causes considerable distress to residents and impacts on Council’s 

relationship with its ratepayers.  The use of the alternative payment 

method should reduce this distress considerably;  

• This approach brings payments into line with other authority billing, such 

as gas, electricity and water  

Under the mandatory instalment option, interest penalties are only backdated to 

the due date of the missed payment which is accepted generally by all.   

It is Council’s objective to have the most positive relationship possible with all of its 

residents and imposing such a punitive penalty ‐that is not seen as just – does not 

assist in achieving this.   

Council operates under a 1 July ‐ 30 June financial year and Victorian Local 

Government is probably the only government agency/ utility that issues an annual 

account in July and then has to wait seven months to receive the majority of its 

revenue.  During this time Council is required to continue to provide operational 

services and capital works which places our cash position under severe strain.  

  

When it is considered that every other utility you deal with (telephone, gas, 

power, water) ‐ not one of these service providers is required to operate on the 

business rules that Local Government has been required to.  

Whilst significant community concern was expressed when the change occurred in 

2014‐2015, the level of community angst has substantially reduced since this point 

and Council now receives little if any resident complaints in respect of penalty 

interest applied.  It should also be noted that approximately 50 per cent of 

metropolitan Councils have now made the shift to mandatory instalments as the 

payment methodology.  

This strategy therefore recommends a continuation of the current payment 

methodology.  

Strategy Recommendation   
1. That Council continues to apply the mandatory rate instalment payment option in 

future rating years combined with the option of a nine instalment payment plan to 

encourage greater use of the direct debit payment approach. 
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10. Victorian Government Levies  
In recent years, Council has seen an increased propensity for Victorian 

Government to view Local Government as a means of collecting State taxes under 

the branding of Councils rate notice.  

 

This occurred with the now defunct State Deficit Levy in the 1990’s and has in 

recent times been revived with Councils being required to collect and remit a 

landfill levy to the Victorian Government. Council is now required to collect a Fire 

Services Property Levy (FSPL) on behalf of the Victorian Government which has 

added a considerably large amount to the average ratepayer’s account.  

From 1 July 2013 a fire services property levy appeared as a separate charge on 

council rates notices for the first time.  All Victorian councils are required to collect 

this levy on behalf of the Victorian Government, and must pass the full amount 

collected to the State Revenue Office.   

 

A recommendation of the 2009 Bushfires Royal Commission, the FSPL is replacing 

a previous fire levy that was paid through property insurance premiums (such as 

building and contents insurance).  The FSPL will help to fund the cost of the 

Metropolitan Fire and Emergency Services Board (MFB) and the Country Fire 

Authority (CFA).  To ensure everyone contributes, the Victorian Government has 

determined that all property owners will pay the levy ‐ even properties that are 

eligible for a council rates exemption.   

 

Separate levy rates apply in MFB and CFA areas:   

• For residential properties (including vacant residential land) the fixed 

charge for 2020-2021 is $113 plus a variable rate set by the Government 

and calculated as a percentage of the capital improved value (CIV) of the 

property.   

• For non‐residential properties, the fixed charge for 2020‐2021 is $230 plus 

a variable rate set by the Government and calculated as a percentage of 

the capital improved value (CIV) of the property.   

• Each property classification (residential, commercial, industrial, primary 

production, public benefit and vacant land (non‐residential)) has its own 

variable rate, and will be set by the Victorian Government no later than 31 

May each year.   

 

Who pays the levy?   

Leviable properties include all rateable properties and a majority of current non‐

rateable properties. Exempt properties include properties owned by the Victorian 

Government as part of its core business, Commonwealth land as well as some 

infrastructure, including council roads and bridges. Non‐core government 

organisations, such as water corporations, will be required to pay the levy on their 

property.   

Council property is leviable, although the FSPL Act provides for some council‐owned 

public recreational property (such as community parks and football ovals) to pay 

only the fixed charge component of the levy. There are also exemptions for some of 

the sector’s infrastructure such as roads and bridges.   

  

The new levy effectively attempts to ensure any person or organisations that 

would have contributed to the FSL through insurance premiums would continue to 

pay under the new model. It also aims to improve the fairness of contributions by 

capturing those who previously didn’t contribute funding to our fire services 

through a failure to insure their property.  The CFA and MFB will continue to be 

funded separately under the new FSPL.   

 

How does the payment work?   

The Act provides for a levy based on the capital improved value (CIV) of 

properties. The Act also specifies that a fixed fee is payable for residential 

properties ($113) and all other property types ($230), indexed annually.   

In addition to the fixed charge, variable charges will apply to properties. Each 

leviable property will be categorised for the purpose of the FSPL based on its 

Australian Valuation Property Classification Code (AVPCC), which is a formal 

classification allocated by qualified valuers.   
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The property classifications allowable under the Act are: residential (including 

vacant residential land), commercial, industrial, primary production, public 

benefit, and vacant (excluding residential land).   

Strategy Recommendation   
1. That Victorian Government taxes are best collected by the Victorian 

Government using its own available resources such as the State Revenue 
Office.  

2. That in the event that council is required to collect such Victorian Government 
taxes that these taxes be clearly identified as State charges.  

3. That the Victorian Government fully reimburses Local Government for the 
cost of collecting State taxes.  
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Grants 

Grant revenue represents income received from other levels of government 

and other incorporated organisations.  Some grants are singular and attached 

to the delivery of specific projects, whilst others can be of a recurrent nature 

and may or may not be linked to the delivery of projects.  

 

Council aims to reduce the reliance on rate income, therefore Council will 

advocate to other levels of government for grant funding to support the 

delivery of important infrastructure and service outcomes for the community.  

Where Council is required to use its own funds to obtain grant funding, Council 

will assess the costs and benefits associated with the project or service on a 

case by case basis before committing.  

 

When preparing its financial plan, Council considers its project proposal 

pipeline, advocacy priorities, upcoming grant program opportunities, and co-

funding options to determine what grants to apply for.   Grant assumptions 

are then clearly detailed in Council’s budget document. No project that is 

reliant on grant funding will proceed until a signed funding agreement is in 

place. 

 

Our Advocacy Campaign 2021-2025 underpins a key strategic direction of 

Council to reduce our reliance on rates and charges revenue and source 

alternate revenue streams. 

Council-led advocacy to state and federal governments is a vital tool for 

building awareness and support for matters that impact our city and to help 

secure the essential funding necessary to drive change and deliver on 

priorities that benefit our community. 

 

Advocacy Priorities 

Throughout August 2020 and February 2021, we asked our community for 

their feedback and ideas on the issues that matter to them, how we can 

improved the challenges they face in their daily lives and their vision for the 

future of Frankston City. 

The results have been used to determine key priorities requiring council-led 

advocacy in the lead up to the upcoming state and federal elections. 

Investing in our Prosperity 

Enhancing our environment and livability 

Strengthening our community 

These priorities align to the Council Plan Outcomes 

 

Strategy Recommendation   

 Council as part of the service plan review cycle consider the grant funded 
service (including cost shifting considerations) and make recommendations to 
Council in each annual budget cycle 
 
Continue to advocate to secure essential funding for local services and projects 

(refer Advocacy Priorities) 
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User fees 

Council provides a wide range of services to the community, often for a fee 

or charge.  The nature of these fees and charges generally depends on 

whether they relate to statutory or discretionary services.  Some of these, 

such as statutory planning fees are set by State Government statute and are 

commonly known as regulatory fees.  In these cases, councils usually have no 

control over service pricing. 

The Act gives Council the power to set discretionary fees and charges at a 

level that recovers the full cost of providing the services unless there is an 

overriding policy or imperative in favour of subsidisation. 

Fees and charges are set/recommended by the individual Council 

departments responsible for the provision of services and approved by 

Council in the adopted budget.  Council periodically reviews all fees and 

charges and adjusts the levels consistent with application of the user pays 

principle – that is, so far as is possible, the cost of providing a direct service 

will be met by the fees charged. 

Council has determined that an annual assessment of all fees and charges is 

excessively costly and unnecessary.  A rolling review process for all service 

areas is to be undertaken at least once every four years. 

Each department is required to: 

Determine the pricing option 

Fees can be statutory in nature, in which case Council has no 

discretion over the fee setting process and is bound to charge the 

prescribed fee under the respective legislation. 

Where the fee is determined by Council, Council needs to determine 

the relationship between the fee level and the fee’s associated expenses. 

Options available to Council are: 

a. Rate of Return:  Set the fee at a level that exceeds the fee’s related 

costs. This will create a revenue flow that can assist in offsetting 

funds required from rates; 

b. Full Cost Recovery:  Set the fee at a level that results in full cost 

recovery, making the service cost neutral; or 

c. Partial Cost Recovery:  Set the fee at a subsidised level where Council 

rate funding (and/or) grants is required for the service. 

 

All major areas of fees and charges can therefore be classified into one of the 

following categories: 

• Statutory Pricing; 

• Rate of Return Pricing; 

• Full Cost Recovery Pricing; or 

• Partial Cost Recovery Pricing (subsidy or market based). 

Include all Direct Costs and Indirect Costs (including overheads) 

In evaluating the cost of a service, both direct and indirect costs (including 

overheads) associated with the service need to be considered.  

Direct costs – those costs that can be readily and unequivocally attributed to 

a service or activity because they are incurred exclusively for that particular 

product/activity. 

Examples of direct costs include labour costs of those staff directly working 

on the service delivery, materials and services and administration costs. 

Indirect costs – those costs that are not directly attributable to an activity, 

but support a range of activities across Council. 

Examples of indirect costs include: labour for management and 

administration, utility charges, training and development, telephones and 

computers, maintenance, vehicle and postage costs. 
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The Corporate Performance Department has developed an overhead costing 

model for the purposes of determining the full-cost of delivery a service (by 

cost-centre).  

Price Monitoring 

Annual reviews of fees and charges should include an assessment of:  

• the full cost of delivering the service; 

• benchmarking comparable prices; and 

• updating/amending current fees and charges based on movements in full 

costs and/or benchmark results. 

Justification of Subsidy 

Justification of why council should subsidise a service with rate revenue 

needs to be provided. 

Examples of this could be: 

• It is in line with a particular Council Policy 

• There is a community obligation to provide the service 

There are some specific policies covering methodologies associated with setting 

fees and charges for certain service areas. 

 

STATUTORY FEES AND CHARGES 

Statutory fees and charges are those which Council is able to charge with 

specific limitations applied under the direction of legislation or other 

government directives. 

The specific fee is generally advised by the state government responsible for 

the relevant service and Council is bound to charge this amount.  Council has 

limited ability to alter the fee prescribed for the service.  

Examples of Statutory Fees and Charges include:  

 Planning and subdivision fees  

 Building and Inspection fees  

 Infringements and fines  

 Land Information Certificate fees 

Council will ensure that they will charge the prescribed fee as determined by 

the relevant state government organisation.  These fees could change at any 

point in time if determined by the aforementioned body. 

Strategy Recommendation   

Council as part of the service plan review cycle consider the user pay for 
service and make recommendations to Council in each annual budget 
cycle. (including benchmarking of fees and charges) 
 
Council continues to explore additional sources of revenue  
 
Statutory Fees and charged in line with State or Federal Government 

legislation or Local Laws 
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Other – Continuous Improvement in 

Service Delivery 

Council understands the importance of continuous improvement and will 
continue to develop our systems and processes to maintain or exceed 
industry standards with the aim of always providing our ratepayers with 
exceptional service and available information.  

Online rates accounting  

This will allow all ratepayers to be able to access their council rates account 

information, be able to obtain current balances, copies of notices, and advise of 

change of address. Ratepayers will be able to apply for an arrangement to pay, 

and schedule future payments. 

Direct debit application and submission online and option for direct debit via 

credit card 

Ratepayers will be able to apply and submit their direct debit application 

through the proposed online portal. Council currently offers 9 monthly direct 

debit payment options from ratepayers bank accounts, Council is in the process 

of implementing a 10 monthly direct debit option to allow ratepayers to spread 

their payments over a longer period of time, to further facilitate this Council is 

also introducing direct debit payment via credit card.  

Arrangement to pay online Calculation  

To further assist our ratepayers that prefer to pay their rates payments via 

arrangements to pay Council will implement an online tool that will allow 

ratepayers to calculate various scenarios that better suits their budget needs 

Online extension of Rates instalments  

An online extension facility will be available for ratepayers to be able to extend 

their payment date by up to 14 days.  

Strategy Recommendation   
Council works on continuous improvement opportunities relating to customer 

excellence and more flexible access to data and payment methods. 
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Appendix One 

Rating Legislation  
 

The legislative framework set out in the Local Government Act 1989 
determines council’s ability to develop a rating system.  
 
Section 155 of the Local Government Act 1989 provides that a Council may 
declare the following rates and charges on rateable land. 
 

 General rates under Section 158  

 Municipal charges under Section 159  

 Service rates and charges under Section 162  

 Special rates and charges under Section 163.  
 
Council does not charge rate payers a municipal charge nor does Council 
currently apply any special rates or charges.  
 
The recommended strategy in relation to municipal charges, service rates 
and charges and special rates and charges are discussed later in this 
document. 
 
In raising Council rates, Council is required to primarily use the valuation of 
the rateable property to levy rates. Section 157 (1) of the Local Government 
Act 1989 provides Council with three choices in terms of which valuation 
base to utilise.  They are: Site Valuation, Capital Improved Valuation (CIV) 
and Net Annual Value (NAV).  
 
The advantages and disadvantages of the respective valuation basis are 
discussed further in this document.  Whilst this document outlines Council’s 

strategy regarding rates revenue, rates data will be contained in the 
Council’s Annual Budget as required by the Local Government Act 2020.  
 
Section 94(2) of the Local Government Act 2020 states that Council must 
adopt a budget by 30 June each year (or at another time fixed by the Minister) 
to include:  
 

a) the total amount that the Council intends to raise by rates and 
charges;  

b) a statement as to whether the rates will be raised by the application 
of a uniform rate or a differential rate:  

c) a description of any fixed component of the rates, if applicable;  
d) if the Council proposes to declare a uniform rate, the matters 

specified in section 160 of the Local Government Act 1989;  
e) if the Council proposes to declare a differential rate for any land, the 

matters specified in section 161(2) of the Local Government Act 1989;  
 
Section 94(3) of the Local Government Act 2020 also states that Council must 
ensure that, if applicable, the budget also contains a statement –   
 

a) that the Council intends to apply for a special order to increase the 
Council’s average rate cap for the financial year or any other financial 
year; or  

b) that the Council has made an application to the ESC for a special 
order and is waiting for the outcome of the application; or  

c) that a special Order has been made in respect of the Council and 
specifying the average rate cap that applies for the financial year or 
any other financial year.  
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This plan outlines the principles and strategic framework Council will utilise 
in calculating and distributing the rating burden to property owners, 
however, the quantum of rate revenue will be determined in Frankston City 
Council’s Budget. 
 
In 2019 the Victorian State Government conducted a Local Government 
Rating System Review. The Local Government Rating System Review Panel 
presented their final report and list of recommendations to the Victorian 
Government in March 2020.  The Victorian Government subsequently 
published a response to the recommendations of the Panel’s report.  
However, at the time of publication the recommended changes have not yet 
been implemented, and timelines to make these changes have not been 
announced. 
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Appendix Two 

Rating Principles 
 

Having determined that Council must review its rating strategy in terms of 
the equitable imposition of rates and charges, it is a much more vexed 
question in terms of how to define and determine what is in fact equitable in 
the view of Council. 
 
When developing a rating strategy, with reference to differential rates, 
Council should consider the following good practice taxation principles:  

 Wealth Tax  

 Equity  

 Efficiency  

 Simplicity  

 Benefit  

 Capacity to Pay  

 Diversity 

 Cross border competitiveness 

 Competitive neutrality. 
 
Wealth Tax - The “wealth tax” principle implies that the rates paid are 
dependent upon the value of a ratepayer’s real property and have no 
correlation to the individual ratepayer’s consumption of services or the 
perceived benefits derived by individual ratepayers from 
the expenditures funded from rates.  
 
Equity - Horizontal equity – ratepayers in similar situations should pay similar 
amounts of rates (ensured mainly by accurate property valuations, 
undertaken in a consistent manner, their classification into homogenous 
property classes and the right of appeal against valuation).   

Vertical equity – those who are better off should pay more rates than those 
worse off (the rationale applies for the use of progressive and proportional 
income taxation. It implies a “relativity” dimension to the fairness of the tax 
burden).  
 
Efficiency - Under this taxation principle, the levying of rates should ideally 
be carried out in a way that minimises the impact that rates have on both 
residents and businesses decision making on what choices they need to 
make in both conducting their normal business. 
 
Simplicity - How easily a rates system can be understood by ratepayers and 
the practicality and ease of administration.  
 
Benefit - The extent to which there is a nexus between consumption/benefit 
and the rate burden. (Noting again that rates are a form of taxation and not 
a fee for service. 
 
Capacity to Pay - The capacity of ratepayers or groups of ratepayers to pay 
rates.  
  
Diversity - Cross-border competitiveness: to what extent does the rating 
system undermine the competitiveness of Council as a place to live and/or 
own a property or operate a business? This has relevance to Frankston City 
Council given the disparity in our differential rating structure to adjoining 
Councils.   
 
Competitive neutrality: are all businesses conducting similar activities 
treated in similar ways within the municipality? Simultaneously applying all 
these taxation principles is an impossible task within the Frankston City 
Council environment and therefore trade-offs between these taxation 
principles are necessary.  The rating challenge for Council therefore is to 
determine the appropriate balancing of competing considerations. 
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Our cover displays street art that was created for The Big Picture Fest Frankston 2021. For more 

information or to take a street art walking tour of Frankston please visit thebigpicturefest.com.au 

 

This art can be found at Thompson Lane, Frankston. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lead Artist: Melanie Caple  

Students from Frankston High School.  

Facilitating Teacher: Natalie D'ambra 

 

Artist Melanie Caple   

Melanie graduated with a Bachelor of Fine Art (Painting) from RMIT and holds a Masters of Arts 

Management. As an artist, curator and arts manager, Melanie has worked in multiple capacities within 

the arts industry. 

 

Over the last decade she has developed her practice to incorporate finely detailed oil paintings and 

large-scale exterior murals. Examining our relationship with the botanical world around us and with a 

focus on immortalising a sense of place, she uses native flora to activate walls and canvases to draw 

attention to the fragility and vibrancy of our landscape. 

 

Melanie has exhibited in various group exhibitions and has staged solo exhibitions around Melbourne 

and in Gippsland, including a major solo exhibition in 2015 at the Latrobe Regional Gallery as the 

recipient of the annual Dick Bishop Memorial Award. Most recently she was a finalist in the 2019 KAAF 

Art Prize, the Winner of the 2016 People’s Choice Award in the Roi Art Prize, and a finalist in the 2018 

Collins Place Art Prize. She was selected as a feature artist in the 2021 Yarram Chalk Art Festival, 

facilitated a large mural as a part of the 2020 VicHealth funded Girls Own Space program, and her 

murals can be found across Melbourne and South Gippsland. 

 

Melanie divides her time between Melbourne’s north and her large painting studio in South Gippsland. 

 

Photography by Steve Brown  
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How to contact us 
 

Online: 
frankston.vic.gov.au 
 
In person: 
30 Davey Street 
Frankston VIC 3199 
Australia 
 
Telephone: 
1300 322 322 
+61 3 9784 1094 
Business hours, Monday to Friday 
(Public holidays excluded) 
 
Fax: 
+61 3 9784 1094 
 
In writing: 
Frankston City Council 
PO Box 490 
Frankston VIC 3199 
 

 Interpreter services 
We cater for people of all backgrounds 
Please call 131 450 
 
National Relay Service 
If you are deaf, hard of hearing and/or have a speech 
impairment you can contact the Council using the National 
Relay Service. 
Teletypewriter (TTY) 133 677 
Voice Relay 1300 555 727 
SMS Relay 0423 677 767 


